
GOVERNMENT OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AND REGULATORY AFFAIRS

Office of Adjudication
613 G Street, N.W. - Seventh Floor

P.O. Box 37140
Washington, D.C. 20013-7200

(202) 727-7900

IN RE:

WETZEL-ARCHBOLD FARMSTEAD SO #B-582/2852
Application for Subdivision
Square 1528, Lot 802
4437 Reservoir Rd, NW
Washington, DC

DECISION & ORDER

Background

Archbold Place Corporation, the Applicant herein, filed a

request for subdivision of the Landmark Property known as the

Wetzell-Archbold Farmstead into two separate lots.

The application was referred to the Historic Preservation

Review Board ("'Board") for its recommendation, pursuant to D.C.

Code §5-1006(b). At its public meeting of February 19, 1992, the

Board voted to adopt the Staff Report of the Historic Preservation

Division of the DCRA - Building and Land Regulation Administration

as amended during the Hearing and recommend to the Mayor's Agent

that this subdivision be approved as consistent with D.C. Law 2-144

(the "Act".).

Pursuant to D.C. Code §5-1006(c), a public hearing was

scheduled before the Mayor's Agent to review the application.

Notice of the public hearing was published in the D.C Register.

The public hearing was held on April 29, 1992. Various post-hearing

submissions including the filings of 1) Robert Bell dated May 6,

1992, 2) Frederick H. Fleming, Commissioner, ANC 3B05 received May

11, 1992, 3) Friends of Historic Preservation, Inc. dated May 15,
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1992, and 4) the Foxhall Community Citizens Association dated May

22, 1992, were all filed, accepted and made part of the Record.

The record was officially closed on July 13, 1992, when the

transcript of the April 29th Hearing was received by the Chief

Administrative Law Judge serving as the Mayor's Agent.

FINDINGS OF FACT

Based upon the Record as a whole, The Chief Administrative Law

Judge makes the following Findings of Fact -

1. The Wetzel-Archbold Farmstead is an individually

designated landmark (Exh. #l0) having been so designated by the

Historic Preservation Review Board on March 15, 1989 because it

"..contains the earliest example of a vernacular log cabin

dwelling in Washington, D.C., which survives as a 19th century

farmstead feature..." (Tr. 7)

2. On June 19, 1991, the Historic Preservation Review Board

granted conceptual design approval for alteration of the cabin, as

well as construction of one house at the rear of the cabin.

3. On July 17, 1991, the Historic Preservation Review Board

granted further conceptual approval to refinements and details for

the cabin addition and the new house.

4. Final concept design approval was granted by the Historic

Preservation Review Board on November 21, 1991.

5. At its February 19, 1992 meeting, the Historic

Preservation Review Board recommended approval of the proposed

subdivision1.

1
D.C. Code §5-1002 was recently amended by D.C. Law 8-232,

effective March 8, 1991. D.C. Law 8-232 amended the definition of
subdivision to read as follows:

'Subdivide' or 'subdivision' means the division or
assembly of land into one or more lots of record,
including the division of any lot of record to two or
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6. The applicant purports that the proposed subdivision is

consistent with the purposes of the Act, because it will allow the

retention, enhancement, restoration, and adaption for current use

of the historic landmark. (Tr. 10)

7. Notice of the subdivision application was published in

the D.C. Register, in compliance with D.C. Code §§5-1006(a).

8. The subdivision application was referred to the Board for

its recommendation pursuant to D.C. Code §5-1006(b). At its public

meeting of February 19, 1992, the Board adopted the Historic

Preservation Division's Staff Report and recommendation as amended

to approve the subdivision. (Historic Preservation Review Board

Minutes of February 19, 1992 Meeting, p. 28)

9. A public hearing was scheduled before the Mayor's Agent

for review of the subdivision application, pursuant to D.C. Code

§5-1006(c). Notice of that public hearing appeared in the D.C.

Register.

U.S. PARK SERVICE AGREEMENT

10. During the hearing, the issue was raised that any

development of the Wetzel-Archbold Farmstead will require access

across Federal land under the administrative jurisdiction of the

National Park Service.

11. The present access road is known as Archbold Parkway

(U.S. Reservation 450A).

12. On or about April 5, 1992, an agreement was entered into

by and between the U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park

more theoretical building sites as provided by the Zoning
Regulations of the District of Columbia. (11 DCMR 2516 et
seq.)
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Service and Archbold Place Corporation, the Applicant, (as is

evidenced by a 'Letter of Intent'2 (Exh. #12), whereby the National

Park Service indicated "... agreement in principle to an exchange of

interest in land for the mutual benefit of Archbold Place

Corporation and the National Park Service." (Exh. #12)

13. While the agreement referred to above (paragraph #12)

does not convey actual title to National Park Service land, it is

sufficient for the Applicant to continue actively pursuing the

subdivision of the Archbold Farmstead into two separate lots.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

Based upon the Record as established and taken as a whole, the

following Conclusions of Law are made -

JURISDICTION

14. Pursuant to D.C. Code §5-1006, "Before the Mayor may

admit to record any subdivision3 of an historic landmark or of a

property in an historic district, the Mayor shall review the

application for admission to record in accordance with this

section..."

15. Administrative Issuance 2-54A, dated July 18, 1991,

delegated the authority to conduct hearings as the Mayor's Agent

for Historic Preservation under §§5 through 9, 12 and 13 of D.C.

Law 2-144, the Historic Landmark and Historic District Protection

Act of 1978 to the Chief Administrative Law Judge.

Standard

16. D.C. Code §5-1006(e) states, "No subdivision subject to

2      A 'letter of intent' is customarily employed to reduce to
writing a preliminary understanding of parties who intend to enter
into a contract. (Black's Law Dictionary, Fifth Ed.)

3      Cf Note #l.
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this subchapter [the Historic Preservation Law] shall be admitted

to record unless the Mayor finds that admission to record is

necessary in the pubic interest or that a failure to do so will

result in unreasonable economic hardship to the owner."

17. The Applicant makes no claim nor offered any evidence of

unreasonable economic hardship. Therefore, the standard to be

applied is "necessary in the public interest."

18. The term "necessary in the public interest" is defined in

D.C. Code §5-1002(10) as either "consistent with the purposes of

[the Act] as set forth in §5-1001(b) or necessary to allow the

construction of a project of special merit."

19. The Applicant has made no mention of "construction of a

project of special merit." Therefore, the standard to be applied

is "necessary in the public interest" as defined in the D.C. Code.

20. In this case, the Applicant has argued that the

subdivision is "necessary in the public interest," in that it is

consistent with the purposes of the Act as set forth in D.C. Code

§l00l(b). (Tr 7)

21. The purposes of the Act, with regard to historic

landmarks, as set forth in D.C. Code §5-1001(b)(2) are -

"(A) to retain and enhance historic landmarks in the

District of Columbia and to encourage their adaptation

for current use; and (B) to encourage the restoration of

historic landmarks."

Burden of Proof

22. In all contested cases under the District's

Administrative Procedures Act ("APA"), the applicant carries the

burden of proof. See Rule 1.2, Rules of Procedure Pursuant to D.C.

Law 2-144; D.C. Code §l-1509(b).
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23. Since this is a contested case under the APA, the

Applicant has the burden of proof.

24. The Applicant claims that it has met its burden of proof

by testimony that the Historic Preservation Review Board has

approved the subdivision and granted final conceptual approval to

a proposal which achieves these goals, including the preservation

of the historic cabin on the property, with a compatible alteration

and new construction. The Applicant argues that this will allow

for retention and enhancement of the landmark and adaptation for

current use. (Tr 10)

25. Applicant's position is further supported by the Staff

Report and recommendation for the project which the Board accepted.

(Tr 9)

D.C. Code §5-1002(10)

26. Applicant also argues that approval of the subdivision

will help to retain and enhance the historic landmark cabin and to

encourage its adaptation for current use. (Tr 12-13)

27. The ANC, the Friends of Historic Preservation, Inc. as

well as some of the neighbors, argue that the proposed subdivision

will not enhance the historic landmark. They argue that approval

at this time is pre-mature in that the National Park Service

Agreement has not been finalized and to permit the Applicant to

proceed might very well destroy forever any archeological artifacts

presently on the property.4

4
D.C. Code §1-261(d) requires that the issues and concerns

of the ANC "shall be given great weight during the deliberations by
the governmental agency and those issues shall be discussed in the
written rationale for the governmental decisions taken."

However, "the ANC statute does not require special deference
to the views of an ANC but, rather, that an agency address its
concerns with particularity." Committee for Washington's Riverfront
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28. The issue before the Mayor's agent is not whether the

proposed development itself meets this criteria. That is a

separate issue not yet ripe for review by the Mayor's Agent. As

noted in the Findings of Facts, the Board has already given

approval to the conceptual proposal for the development. However,

when and if the owner of the Historical Landmark property decides

to proceed and develop it, the final development plans must be

approved by the Historic Preservation Review Board.

29. The sole issue at this time is whether or not the

subdivision of the lot itself on which there is an Historical

Landmark will result in an Historic Landmark being retained,

enhanced and restored.

30. Frederick H. Fleming, ANC 3B-05 for the Burleith /

Reservoir Section, Valerie Lynn, President of the Friends of

Historic Preservation, Inc., Mark L. Sandusky, President of the

Foxhall Community Citizens Association and neighbors of the

property argue that the subdivision will not result in an Historic

Landmark being retained, enhanced and restored and for several

reasons which will now be discussed seriatim.

31. First, access to the property via the existing roadway

has not been legally obtained from the National Park Service.

However, Applicant's Exhibit #12 is a 'letter of intent' issued and

signed by John G. Parsons, Associate Regional Director, Land Use

Coordination for the US Department of the Interior, National Park

Service for the National Capital Region which sets forth in some

Parks v. Thompson, 451 A.2d 1177, 1194 (D.C. 1982). The agency
must "elaborate, with precision, its response to the ANC's issues
and concerns... [T]he agency must articulate why the particular ANC
itself, given its vantage point, does --or does not--offer
persuasive advice under the circumstances..." (Id.)
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four (4) pages various terms and conditions for the exchange of

land interests with the Applicant, Archbold Place Corporation. On

April 5, 1992, Robert A. Bell, President of the Archbold Place

Corporation signed the agreement accepting those terms and

conditions.

32. While a 'letter of intent' may not be sufficient to grant

approval for the full development of the property one wishes to

subdivide, it is sufficient to initiate an application for a

subdivision. Likewise, it is a sufficient manifestation of the

intent of the parties for the Mayor's Agent to give it serious

weight in determining whether or not to grant the application for

the subdivision.

33. Secondly, arguments have been advanced by the parties in

opposition that zoning would not permit the proposed subdivision.

However, on or about April 7, 1992, Joseph Bottner, Zoning

Administrator for the District of Columbia Government, certified

that the subdivision complies with the zoning regulations of the

District of Columbia. The Mayor's Agent is bound by that

certification and must take 'judicial notice' of it.'

ARCHEOLOGICAL ISSUE

34. The issue of the archeological significance of the

Wetzel-Archbold Farmstead was raised by several of the Parties in

Opposition who mirrored the concerns of Nancy Kassner, former Staff

Member of the Historic Preservation Division, and of Dr. Paul A.

Shackel, Professor of Anthropology.

35. Dr. Shackel concludes his Report on the site stating that

"...the general setting of the site, seated at a relatively high

elevation and adjacent to a stream, increases the likelihood of

Native American occupation. The close proximity of the Potomac
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River also increases the probabilaity of the location of

prehistoric sites on this property...[Thus}...the site is of

substantial architectural and archeological importance...If

development...is eminent, I would strongly suggest that

archeological testing be performed to recover important data before

it is destroyed." (Exh. #19)

36. Nancy Kassner recommends that ".. any construction on this

property should be preceded by an archeological investigation to

determine whether or not cultural resources are present on the

property. If they do, than an archeological data recovery program

should be developed in consultation with the Historic Preservation

staff." (Exh #18)

37. While the arguments of the parties in opposition

regarding the archeological significance of the site and other

specifics of the development are certainly valid and have

exceptional merit, as mentioned above (cf paragraph #28), they are

premature and for reasons given in paragraph #28 are not yet ripe

for review by the Mayor's Agent.

38. What is clear at this time is that there does not appear

to be any irregularity in the proceedings of the Historic

Preservation Review Board granting the subdivision. Nor does the

Record reveals that the Historic Preservation Review Board's

granting of the subdivision was arbitrary or capricious.

39. The applicant has sustained its burden of proof before

the Mayor's Agent that the subdivision of the lot should be granted

for the specific purpose of retaining, enhancing and restoring the

Wetzel-Archbold Farmstead and that is the standard that any

subdivision of a lot must pass.
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ACCORDINGLY, it is this 15th day of October, 1992

ORDERED that for the reasons stated above, the subdivision

application for the purpose of retaining, enhancing and restoring

the WETZEL-ARCHBOLD FARMSTEAD be, and same is hereby, GRANTED.

, D.C.
144
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